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 This long-form poetry project follows the human will — in this case the “criminal,” or 
captive will — as it is manhandled through an archive of reverends, wardens and superintendents 
narrating the future of prison reform.  Drawing primarily from National Prison Association 
Conference archives between the years 1874 and 1895, these documents saturate the work with a 
will resistant but compelled towards subjugation by the state — as it appears within the text 
across forced labor economies, eugenic prison science that dictates starvation, classification, and 
isolation as the rule, the dehumanization of banal bureaucratic processes, the visceral and 
spectacular violence of prison torture, the marking of the record, and the exploitation of prison 
communication industries — and the mundane act of living-in-spite-of that is both survival and 
its transcendence.  Drawing from the knowledges of sound studies, radical geography, and 
critical race theory, this work locates the haptic violence of the official archive not merely in its 
literal and often spectacular form inflicted and only sometimes documented in the record, but in 
the way in which the captive and future-captive will is handled, groped, circulated, re/produced, 




As prison reformers across the country looked to the North for the outcomes of various 
reformist experiments — indeterminate sentencing, conditional release, parole supervision — 
individuals incarcerated in prisons expressed their refusal of the given condition of the prison 
itself, both explosively and in the mundane quotidian gestures and speech acts that are threaded 
into carceral life.  Considered closely in this text is Elmira Reformatory superintendent Zebulon 
Brockway, whose “expertise” in prison science paved the way for many now-naturalized prison 
conditions and protocol.  This poem considers him both in his early role as purveyor of a eugenic 
prison science and later role as an under-investigation, exposed sadist, singled out as exceptional 
(though ultimately welcomed back into History’s fold) as a means to support the continuation of 
the carceral project.  Are the entanglements of his legacy helpful to us?  How can we understand 
his violence as intrinsic to every reform ideal he championed, thought to be progress?  What 
existing abolitionist imaginaries live in the archive, forever refusing the notion that a “kinder 
prison” was and is the answer to captivity violence and victimization writ large?  How do both of 
Brockway’s positions — the way he spoke about the human will and the spectacular images of 
violence inscribed in his records — produce a narrative that re-victimizes the carceral subject in 
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a saddle strapped around desire 
[will]; an expression of desire [sound]; 
silence [noise]; noise [desire, rejected 
by an outside ear]; no-place where noise 
gathers unheard [oblivion]; what this noise 
does [otherwise]; dissonant chord reaching 
deafened ears [absurd]; where absurd lives 
[everywhere]; value of naming everywhere 
[nil]; where oblivion lives [          ]; one stage-
set where desire is trotted out to be bridled 
[court]; the stage-set where desire is trotted 
anew [parole hearing]; bridle, bit, leach  
[parole]; what’s entered into the archive  
[transcript]; what’s entered into the archive in 
retrospect [testimony]; gulf between transcript  
and testimony [as if Undo]; gulf between 









Where a will, so presented to be heard  
[hearing], is: a map/ an essence/ free/ bonded/  
cultivatable/ a measure of patience/ a measure  
of control/ a mechanism of self-preservation/  
wherein self-preservation attunes  
to governability/ /a drive/ a resistance to 
drives/ sacrifice/ a small machine that 
produces citizen/ a small machine that 
produces Man/ a small machine that produces 
human/ that which responds to hunger/ clings 
to adjectives/ is lost in addiction/ is addiction 
itself/ an algebra of readiness/ an assuredness 
that certain risks are more equal than others/ 
the caught space between self-destruction  









When it comes to be more  
thoroughly understood,  
and men become more familiar  
with its workings,  
it will seem as strange  
to them that it took so long 
 for the parole idea to grow  
into public favor,  
as it now seems to us that  
nearly one hundred offenses  
against the law that are now  
deemed only misdemeanors…  
were, a century ago,  




























Complete caption of waiting room 
coloring book:  
 
 
If freedom is indebted, 




















He ought to be confined until he is cured 






























Flip a horizon vertical to slit a space of 
no-time.  You know, invagination of the  
now.  Say, oblivion fills it.  Does the leak 
& saturate.  To the left, a room bearded by 
bleach, and to the right, a fair-haired young 
google transcribing.  All the exits tumescent.   
                                      Goosed within  
the fold, a golded egg 
 




A city kid.  Urchin-spoked.  Ostensible 
possessor of precious and indentured thing.  
Exterior cracked by pleasure pulse.  (Quick 
grab it before it) oozes into the record.  Where 
the record paps its slime and says, she slimed 
me.  Will/failed.  Slipshod saddle. In wets the 
sweat dancing from bible-paper lips to quiver-


















whose mother’s motherhood  
has been slain by sin and then  









(within the fold      a no-light din, a no-light  





one liftetime ago, straight in Berlin, I struck  
across a surplus of pink and triangles cunning 
a future into shunted corner of Hamburger 
Bahnhof hangover   cranky, churched, married 
to jetlag, turned a white wall & both irises 
slipt inside-out by a wide leaf that arched its 
back towards a coming infinite   Oh, one   We        
I milked it into myself      thank you I was so 
hungry    all that other arts was ads, it turns 
out   







— Yeah yeah!  Withhold!  Make em wait for 
it!  Make em beg the grave, those curator pod 
people.  With their mustard gloves and money 
glasses.  I felt aligned with Hilma.  Saint 
name.  Inverted my pyramid in her honor. 
Bought a poster print and waited twenty years 
until after my death to hang it on my wall. 
Years later, two-beer drunk on Brooklyn 
subway platform, pupes going pendulum 
before an orange sherbet dollop the size of 4 
Guggenheim ticket-buyers glued into station 
frame, I thought,  
Q. who the fuck does this bitch think she is 
A. who the fuck does this bitch know she is— 
she said twenty years and they listened, added 
another forty just to be safe. Will I ever 
stop being mad?   Hops-spit, eyes gone squint,  
one woman dreaming gets her whole own 
show but [everywhere] a chorus of refusal 
continues to fill the mop bucket that rinses the 
Guggenheim’s floors after the expensive lights 
are turned out each night                                  











According to [Hilma af Klint’s] will 
 these works were not supposed to be made 
accessible to the public until twenty years 
after her death because she assumed that her 
contemporaries were not yet able to grasp 









In twenty years perhaps they’ll be ready. 
And so desirous of a timeline in which  
the world turns on progress, the curators said, 
Yes, we are ready.  The tide has let out. 
The seed pod is a guide that will split 
the dirt and raise our dead into our 
bodies.  And our never-dead, never- 
alive, who inhabit us and the breath.  Ascend 
us with the spiral symbology of a well- 
heeled opening.  Keep saying it. As if time  
were all it took!  I’m mad to be mad  
at a woman’s demands met, but  
here we are.  In the throat of every woman  
who didn’t.  Decades unraveling the tincan  
slack bound up between will and ear now taut  
and tugging towards dollars          cahoots   
This hearing, capacious.  Didn’t just vanish  
[oblivion] like all the other demands  
gripping the thin air of court proceedings    
   contraband poems    a painting wrung 
through  
an ocean in the wall         rope pulling off  
 
            the handskin as it’s pulled through the  
 
hands           couldn’t be a bic’s undying  
blue to the Commissioner; a mother,  
slanting her son’s case across  
the pdf      Gugg’s grey sludgewater  
ragging the marquee Paintings  
for the Future as the future  
slips from the seen     who gets 
to keep their will, and whose, 
unwieldy, is administered  
to keep the rest clean 






One strong argument for the indeterminate 
sentence principle… is that it supplies the 
necessary motive for reformation.   
 









I deny the whole doctrine of deterrence as 
operative upon the criminal class in society.  
 
 Practically, the system that insures the 
 
              reformation of the man 
 
will be the most effective deterrence; 
 
And of those who have been sent to the 
reformatory institutions of the state  
in the last seven years,  
 
almost every one would prefer to go  
to the prisons or State penitentiary  
 
rather than go to the reformatory.5 
 








 in another century warned of a will  
comprised of saved children       of will 
extracted, spoken into story-told, narrative of 
all fallen but corrigible      looses from its 
keeper,  
                   is leashed out as cautionary tale, is  
 
a crate of captive wills to be shaken  
and sprung to 
 
 
juxtafashion a new woman  
criminal   Body by Reform™   in contra- 
distinction to the field             woman a sound  
we can make, says Superintendent Brockway      
   (child a rule we can break, says Matron 
Minnie Rule)   can hammer ‘til it rings like a 
bell/e   just these ones, though      trained to be 
a soft fabric or work in one’s starched 
quarters:  a quartering:    
     ankle-ropes and pulls the static of stitching 
women from Auburn men’s prison attic hold 
to cleave [noise]      from word                  
      
                                                           to garret 
       ec/static utterance that foams the gaps    
between the pen’s claim on a ledger      
guttural number pounding stakes through 
starched breath     thirty years later a mystic 
places her hand in the air in an attempt to 
listen   where the weather is  
forced work, again today  could she?  a chatter 
so solid Auburn warden invented a muzzle 
through which the mouth may exit the archive             
                            never to be heard from again 
   v;hereas incorrigibility ranks  
first v/ith the girls, 
sexual immorality      is a principii offense  
                                among the  girls being 18 
    , whereas in the case of the boys  
      sex was a factor in only 1,2% of the cases6 
                                   
                                       We have given shelter 
 to 7229, and  
sent to service  
38977 
 
cultivate their natural love for home life, 
furnish them with womanly affection, fit them 





 were all in one large room, 
 sewing. The attempt to enforce silence  








 the gabble of tongues  
                                among the few who were 
there 
was enough to paralyze any matron.  
There was an engine in sight which made me 
doubt the evidence of my own eyes [absurd] 
stocks 
of a terrl'ble t construction;             a chair, 




he pleaded that it was his only means  
of keeping his refractory female prisoners 
quiet while he was allowed only one room 





whether attic, whether cottage, whether cut-
up— 
a building’s will carried out by the star- 
spangled matrons of self-deputization 
 
where retrospect gabble bears the hearsay  
of intention: July, 1897, the legs of sweatbees     
drooling honey in the hollows of the District  
of  Columbia Reform School for Girls;  
                                        here, Alberta Gibson  
  
a promise lain out on the laundry horse til dry 
enough to crackle, dismissed by Matron Rule  
                                           
                                          as idle [noise]  
 
 
Alberta, twenty-one,  
no sixteen, no eighteen, no fifteen, too young  
for the penitentiary, but penitentiary- 
bent nonetheless   her age a rumor’s 
reverberation humming thru news reports   
whistling a corrigible line that years her 






                                                      Alberta; 
deliver it plain: she tried to blow the mother 
fucker up    and did, however briefly   eyed  
a forest edge that was not the kinder- 
prison of reform 
                      atory    that’d only be met  
       through a matchlit immediacy 
cut a hole in the fence    slid a log over the 
hole       
               and during the dinner hour  
                       sewed a path towards oblivion      
   
Some architectural firms that engage in 
prison work   using design to improve 
         conditions    softer materials and colors        
         larger windows without bars     bring in  
         natural light   ventilation     views of     
             nature    creating suites of cells  
   without doors that   open onto10    
 
 




No attention was paid to this threat, owing to 
the difficulty of obtaining explosives.11 
 
the oldest girl          from eighteen to twenty  
                                                              -three12  
   at the school13 
                                              about sixteen14 
                       this youthful criminal 
she is not sixteen 
                           
She is only fifteen years old and her lawyer… 




 ringleader, if not incendiary16  
 
regarded by police authorities  
as Washington’s  
















Alberta, the incendiary      deliver   
ance: made of linens a domestic 
weaponry    cleansed a white cloth 
into combustion    half-cocked  
and clocked routine of dinner line and seized  
the time    tried, and did, for an instant,  
and infinite     destitched weft of June,  
July, August   claimed her bolt and re- 
distributed a knowing sown in visions 
 never self-stolen alone    a specially 
intimate [sound]    looked towards an  
[otherwise] within the leaking density   
of oak surround   fuck patience   cut  
a hole in the present, left it there  
for later, stitched oblivion  
into history’s swollenest seam 
 
Mrs. Rule’s alleged inhumanity and cruel  
treatment          a confession wrung from a 
girl of fifteen by such inquisitorial methods 
              kept in the ‘dungeon’     of the school  
              in the basement for three months                
       During all this time, it is charged,  
she was beaten frequently18 
 1898  





they hoped for the  
destruction of the institution  
in order that they should no longer  
be confined in it 
 
one of the girls 
— to secure whose release  
from solitary confinement 
the fire is said  
to have been started—  
 
has been on  
specially intimate terms 





Mrs. Rule has given eminent satisfaction in 
[her] position, it is said, and has raised the 
institution to a high plane.  … There are over 
eighty inmates at the Reform School.  
Yesterday morning  
they assembled in the hall of the school and  
regretfully bade Mrs. Rule good-bye20                              
1904 






the timestamp on want;              or, the excess  
of wanting as told in time [impatience] excess 
of refusal of the cellularly intolerable 
  in death, Hilma’s drawn-out will regarded  
coupled with the egg timer in her cooler-kept 
canvas cellar     her buttoned will preserved 
 
 (after parole board denied him  
because he was too busy  
  dying of pancreatic cancer  
                                      to attend his hearing—    
 wherein, they failed to hear  
    him dying  [noise] 
 
— he demanded to be buried  
      on the prison grounds,  
            among my comrades        
 
            dying elsewhere denied, but dying        
              [otherwise] 
                    the weather complies)   
 
a song that turns pink the breath between  
two small stones pick-struck with numbers     
  DIN as in the numbers  noisesome   
 caverns        a field  
of them        hot haze of fuschia effluvia 
coursing from Dannemora to  
Dekalb Ave          present screeching to a  
haunt   
 
A field of numbered stones  
in which you doubt 
   the evidence whistling in your ears  [absurd] 
     place your hand in the doubt     in the grass 
    where the grass is what remains 
of him to love 
     place your hand in the grass  
    where your doubt  
                              is stone-stricken  
                              as if such stones  
                              weren’t dampened daily  
      by the breath of the living 
Reformation  
    make those that were  
obnoxious and troublesome  
 

























Would so deprecate 
The seriousness 












of the law  







a building’s will that yields a crop   a ring 
 in the floor     one or both hands?  Hilma’s 
flopping petal hums the same refrain of a 
bodiless eye    a zero point on the horizon  
where all wills are watched      a sky  
gone to seed over a building built on the 
blueprint of reiteration   congregate or 
isolation    where noise is the measure of 
neither    a progress dream that we could plant 
a clean and classless paradise over silence  
and sally forth   [perennial crop]  a block built 
again and again  a building-bred garden to 
reap a be-weathering will where the air is  
clean and promoting of moral health where  
the crisp prick of May sunfall’s chill will 
pinch a soul into its own betterment   where  











Garden greenly the solution  
to stakes in the breath   
Garden to vent the billowing window laments  
Garden sweetly and sugared in pollen 
the numbers fertilize another bed   
Garden over unpromising social soils   
Garden where the forgetting is in the dirt   
Garden where the leak and saturate turns  
a border as not what one crosses  
but what one carries 
Garden irrigated by a stream  
deemed to be time  
Garden ever-navigating tomorrow in 
anticipation of tomorrow’s promise on today 
            one of the largest and most costly 
edifices in the country erected for the 
reformation of young delinquents 
now a highly cultivated garden 
yielding to tillage large returns of fruits, 
vegetables and flowers 
 formerly partly an uninviting morass 
in part a high, rugged rock, 
and in part the rough receptacle of the 
pauper dead— 
  a scene unlovely to the eye, and full of    
    unwholesome miasmas 
  
It was, in its original state, a significant 
symbol of the appearance and influence 
 of the neglected classes in the community       
while the recovery, productiveness and 
healthfulness of the grounds,  
in their present  
condition give a                                                                                           
natural 
 
 expression to the result of suitable Christian 
cultivation 
  
in the most unpromising moral and social 






    
   unpromising soils 
   
 
 
    
  











concubinage       
 







Where grass grows now.  Where witch  
hazel.  Where camellias.  Where mission  
bells.  Where lilacs.  Where azalea.  Where 
spireas.  Where dogwood.  Where allium.  
Where foxglove.  Where lenten rose.  Where 
perennial. Where bleeding hearts.  Where 
forget-me-nots.  Where golden chain.  Where 
stonecrop.  Where bleeding stones. Where 
perennial crop.  Where forget-me-chains.  
Where golden hearts.  

















a man’s bones appear in Auburn garden 
a garden appears on the former plot  
of the House of D 
what color for the font, we asked 
and he said anything 


























 State Says Bones Found in Auburn Backyard         






















Old joke retells itself:  
ENSURE PERPETUAL REFORM  [loop]  
TO CONTRIBUTE TO PRISONS’  
OWN EXTERMINATION  
(translation from the latin goes,  
keep the thing alive so  
that it may die  
of old age never)  
 
When the law is perhaps in this river  
imprisonment is simply in the  
mountains and as it comes down  
— the tightening grasp — the  
choking hold — the larger channels  
through which it moves,  
which have been about her 
which have been about her 
still moving on, hoping the 
movement of the stream itself 
shall do something to irrigate the land 
So the stream beats us in large circles 
Still the same   As we go along, bearing 
distorted portion, continual quest 
to that great symmetry, that sliver  
of [everywhere] into which we shall flow 
 
Go along, still moving on, go 
along, still moving in, go along, 
still moving on, continual, as we 
hope.  May the great stream run 
its course. May the river pour its 
progress into the basin.  May the ocean 
swallow the past. May a thirsty will 
be slaked by the good faith of patience. 
May the will be a soft reed in the current.  
 
 
WHEN THE LAW IS  
perhaps in this river there was a figure  
RIGHTEOUS AND THE MAN  
of the spirit and purpose and activities of this 
IS UNRIGHTEOUS, THEN HIS PENAL  
Congress — the river — has its rise  
IMPRISONMENT IS SIMPLY  
in the mountains and as it comes down  
THE TIGHTENING GRASP  
it brings fertility to these low lands,  
THE SAME GREAT HAND  
carrying irrigation with it until it comes  
OF CORPORATE HUMANITY  
to larger channels through which it moves,  
WHICH HAS BEEN ABOUT HIM,  
to the great ocean…. these impulses  
FROM HIS BIRTH HE HAS INSISTED  
coming down to us and moving us. 
 
ON SWIMMING UP THE STREAM  
Sometimes we are making our way  
AND SO THE STREAM BEATS HIM  
in large circles, sometimes running a little dry 
IN THE FACE BUT THE GREAT GRACIOUS  
still moving on, hoping that 
MOVEMENT OF THE STREAM ITSELF  
shall do something to irrigate the land 
STILL THE SAME      ROUND THIS  
as we go along, bearing some vital, some  
DISEASED DISTORTED PORTION 
important & continual bequest to the great 
ocean 
INTO SYMMETRY AND HEALTH28 











                                                      [time trick]: 
                                             
reform alights to brighter-glow 
the bulbs of good reverends 
and their warden kin in the years  
that slough off Bureau’s exodus out 
still-smoldering foundations                                     










I’m in a conference room in which the higher-
ups of a thirty-year old court reform nonprofit 
are discussing risk-assessment algorithms 
applied to pre-trial detention (imprisonment 
because you couldn’t pay the fee) diversion, 
and their reliance on a racist data. Why not 
think outside the box, and use the data 
collected but not-yet-algorithmed to target 
racist policing tactics? asks the presenter 








Southern prisons have become active,  
and all that belongs to the defective,  
the despondent, the delinquent classes  
has become familiar to the South.30 
 
through promiscuous immigration  
and the crowding of large cities,  
we are furnished with a population  








       Q.  
 
Did you grow up with an education deficit? 
 
Usually one of the things we look for in 
determining whether or not someone  






This will be the last word for today,  
 
 
but I don’t think we need  
to think outside the box.   
We just need to find better tools  










(    the river Architect 
unhinges wood slat propping 
the trapdoor of reform and dives 
it like a dam against 
the present      but pray good Rev 
 but pray             
it quakes like an unmoved grave                        
on the county line 
 
it gives to the stream its route foot-trodden 
by future saints of the righteous  
and unslaked desire for change     another  
set of onward marchers navigating  
tomorrow in anticipation of tomorrow’s 




    took a lover in another port  
                 and when she lifted lids 
                 and glimpsed her own fingers 
                 trailing a wake through the horizon 
 
        sunk herself in stokesian-wave [oblivion]  
                 
so long’s the stream’s the vision 
go claiming a certain been-done tense  
on its course      
 
a dam is hardly a dam but it prays 
when it bucks against the wall  
of water 
and in the praying stays future perfect 
for an ideal that begs the drain 
 
                                                              
[absurd]   ) 
                           
stopping is a holy act 
a no-offering on the now  
 
       at the foot of the impossible task 
       lay a list of names that altar’d  
       the action in idle and wrenched their tools 









































It was a great mistake in the jurists  
to make labor a penalty for crime,  
making labor offensive by 


























newspaper asks,  
and what was the wage? 
 
 
           We simply require good work 
 
 
                               as conditions 


























            Tier 2 infraction 
 
             Punishment:  
 
























where the will is whittled within the warden-
science of enforced idleness and  
Labor is a Right   a simple alchemy: add 
moral hygiene to each experiment of forced  
labor economy — leasing, congregate,  
per-piece, contract system — and each 
becomes 
        a gift bestowed upon an [otherwise] will    
   
 
         shavings peel away and chip the pdf 
            refusal    laziness    sabotage    mutiny 
 
science a lathe 
to sand away the sickness 
 
of laborlessness 
that rings like malingering 
and unmanageable talk 
[noise] 
 
   
  
when laboring 
the hands precede the will    
 
 
Labor is for the interest of all, and it is the 
best method of producing reform.36  
Prisoners become weary and restless with the 
monotony of life, and are more difficult to 
manage— talking, tricks, disputes, and 
quarrels being much more frequent.  
Laziness, however, is characteristic of the 
average criminal, who works under 
compulsion.  
Idleness is demoralizing: no worse fate  
can befall a penal establishment 
than to have its inmates unemployed37 
 
Q. Now, you have got your lazy man at 
work… do you propose to divide  
with him the same as with a man 
who does his work willingly?   
A. If he earns it, yes.38 
 
earning her living in a shameless manner39  
 
  Q. Then you punish him and make him pay 
for this own punishment?  A. And if he 
destroys his materials we make him pay for 
them.40 
The allotting of tasks is the best mode  
of exacting labor; it is also a wise provision  
to    allow     them to do       
      overwork 
under the guise of sickness,  
shirking41  
 
 after completing their tasks, since this tends 
to encourage industry, benefits the general 
discipline of the shop, and enables them to lay 
up something against their discharge   
These four — 
 obedience, silence, order in personal habits, 
and punctuality in labor—  
may very properly be termed  
the cardinal points   







where the prison is in the producing 
 prevention stays a law-bound landlord dream  
which didn’t take in any case    why legislate 
a sunbeam when would could city-excise 
the child    why self-determination  
when the belt fields opportunity  
for another site of citizen assembly 
 
 




naming paddles progress  
into the foundation 
                                       Reformatory 
                                       Reform School  
                                      Manual Labor School 









A question of firsts - Hilma yanks a green  
throne from all the men chasing color  
down the clock    the willful will of Mary Ann  
Crouse is said to set the timer on parens 
patriae but what of any will that follows from 
the condition     partus sequitur ventrem 
a church bell clangs    a will is slipped its deed    
is untenable property   continued ownership  





Whether or not we could regulate by law the 
over-crowding of tenement houses,and 
require landlords to provide playgrounds and 
sunshine for poor children, is doubtful in my 
mind.  It would be very desirable, if it could 
be done.  In Ohio we are taking the neglected 
children, and placing them in what we call 
county  
                                 homes  
for children.   
We then secure for them  
places in families,  
where they grow up to be industrious, self-
respecting and self-supporting.   





No important changes have been made, save 
that a school in expert laundry work has been 
established44 
 
nearly every one has shown much interest in 
learning how to knit wash rags45 
           
 
So the Virginia Manual Labor School  
for Colored Youth has made a beginning,  
and there is reason to hope  




the poor, neglected children  
of the ex-slaves will go  
until many shall learn  
the way of righteousness46 
1899  
 
  The child is deparentized.47 
 
In the application of education  
in the reformatory you may be assured  
that it is simply a disciplinary exercise  

















































The school six miles east of Okolona was 
closed by order of the Ku Klux Klan. 
 
All schools in Monroe County, over sixty in 
number, have also been ordered closed by the 
same authority.   
The schoolhouse at Meridian has been burned   
It was built by the Bureau and sold at auction 
last year. 
 
Mrs. Finley, mother of Warren Tyler, who was 
shot at the Meridian massacre, gives a few 
items.  Her son, all agree, was a young man of 
unblemished character.  His only sin was 
remarkable intelligence and some education.  
He was teaching the school.  He did not fire a 
shot.  He was sent for to come to the 
courthouse as a witness, and left his school to 
come.  It seemed all preconcerted and 
intended.  His mother knows who shot him 
first in the back, as he let himself down from 
the balcony, in trying to escape after the firing 
began.  He fell but rose and ran, and was shot 
again.  After he was carried into the house 
and the ruffians fired some 30 shots at the 
wounded man then he was taken home to his 
mother that she might dress him for the grave.  
He was still warm. 
 
The father if Weseley Lee, an intelligent 
teacher at Meridian, was an unoffending old 
man.  He was pursued, twice shot, and finally 
most savagely murdered not far from 
Meridian.   
 
On April 21st a teacher was warned off by Ku 
Klux outlaws 
They threatened in another place to give him 
300 lashes and forced him to close his school 
 
On April 21, news was received from 
Aberdeen, MIss, that several more teachers 
were driven off and that all the schools, 30 in 
number, were closed east of Tombighee River, 

















 Oh I’ve been out of that game  
a long, long time 
Who’s out of the game? 
What did it stink of, the whole system?49 
What does time mean to you? 
What is the relation between need  
and intolerability?  And now? 
What did you use to measure? 
Who did you use to measure? 




The Ku Klux informed the last teacher 
displaced that in two weeks there would not 
be a free school in the county 
 
Tom Hornbroker   literally shot him to pieces 
burned a schoolhouse   buried with the rope 





One word as to race.  My friend says: ‘The 
negro is by nature debased and degraded.’  I 
would substitute slavery for nature in his 
proposition.  His corollary is ‘apply a 
different prison discipline to him from what 
you do to the white man,’ the effect of which 
would be to widen the chasm between the two 
races.  I say: diminish the chasm as fast as 
possible, and in the end close it up by 
education, religion, and all civilizing, 
elevating, refining influences, and let all 
positions, dignities, trusts, responsibilities be 
open to the negro as to the white man, 
whenever, he shows himself  
capable and worthy.51 
1874 
 
After all, this whole criminal business is a 
business of education.  Education, as I 
undertake to emphasize, is the means by 
which any prison can best reform the convict.  
Better than that, it is the true education, in the 
larger sense, embracing all that belongs to the 
moral, the religious, and the intellectual;  
all that belongs to the character of women 
and men.  
     
It is education that makes men and women,  
and that finally makes the state. 52 
 
Nothing will make a man despise his former 





at the altar I ask the name of 
 
 the inward pressure  
                                    the outward impulse  
 
and Gugg’ butts in with Hilma’s  
High Masters, or, you know, Gregor 
& Amaliel, Ananda, Clemens, Esther, Georg 
but hell let’s stay with the spiritual leader 
from another dimension named      Greg    
a specter that bent her hand and no you may 
not touch the notebook into which he spilt 
but tap glass for revenance for a spirograph 
that hums All the knowledge that is not of the 
senses, not of the intellect, not of the heart but 
is the property that exclusively belongs to the 
deepest aspect of your being […] the 
knowledge of your spirit   on my knees before 
the dais they shut our eyes and say it’s here 
—  a sureness beyond sense, reason, 
enlightenment, love; a freedom in being  — 
what can’t be known by coercion   what 
resists all knowing in the name of owning    
  what stays free and ungovernable in the face 
of dictated fate and its undercarriage of 
underfed enticement to seek out the  
warden within 
 
in the Gugg’s spiral temple tomb  
I keep getting bought in and sold out  
by a dead woman’s army of well-funded  
and evolution-eyed ghosts   come on in   
while others ID-less sojourn out of [          ] 
retrieving wills from canvas loops  
that’ve embedded the facts Greg 
pedal-pumped into the loom  
of the mystic’s mouth but couldn’t spin 
to Swedish   all this visualizing of magic  
and I still can’t see the future,  




/ everywhere     and all this noise 
When a prisoner,  
                     under this sharp but natural spur  
                      begins to exert himself,  
                he does so by an act of his own will.   
It is an inward impulse,  
not a mere outward pressure,  
that moves him   
 
This little circumstance— little in 
appearance, not in reality— makes all the 
difference between an automaton and a man    
                                                               
This process which, under these 
circumstances, induces in the prisoner habits 
of labor, is a process by which his self-
respect, self-control, and self-reliance are 
strengthened; and this is precisely what is 
wanted to make him a better man and better 
citizen   
 
It is to no purpose that you force him to work 
by an external coercion; for when he is again 
free, and the coercion is withdrawn, he will 
be what he was before   
 
The force which impels him to labor  
must be an inward power,  
that will abide with him after he leaves the 
prison,  
and will control his subsequent life 
 
 It avails little that you force him to work;  
he must force himself to work,  
under the double impulsion  
of hunger and self interest54 
 
       named Moses    found  
      with two newspapers  
                  in his possession                
saw his back afterwards  
and the flesh was raw55 
 
 
This is the law which, like a decree of fate, 
governs all free life56       
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every echo a chorus: reiteration: 
their dream: the dream: 
this current this issue of now 






Whom do you thank?  Without thinking. 




Parole Commissioner James B. Ferguson;  
                 
              Q. Yours as with many young people  
is an issue of now 
 
[no future]  
 
 
 You decided [will]  
for your own means to engage  
in criminal activity [noise] to expedite  
the ends that you wanted, which was more  
civil rights, and you wanted it now [an issue].   
You weren’t willing to be an MLK and wait  
and sacrifice, you wanted it now  






To deal with people of that [criminal] class 
 
blunted to the distinction between right and 
wrong 
 
to reconcile them to the burdens  
and restrictions of society  
 
is one of the most difficult of the problems of 
government,  
particularly during this period of  
widespread communistic teaching   
 
 to educate and train them  
to virtue and usefulness,  
and to all the duties of citizens 
 
in a land of equal rights  









a will that shares       across time 
susceptibility to science            
(above all else) 
 
 
a will said to lack patience 
til it need ride out the clock 
 
For this will, science prescribes: 
 
     set an alarm and let it snooze 
til its sounding sings its way into 
the basement damp of a four-walled hope 
til every doorway is the risk of closure 
til and don’t you forget it 
til time’s in the quiver and can’t you see 
you’re the keeper?  If only you could prove 
your grip and stay on script 
 
boilerplate lie that likelihoods  
are the stakes   one hundred some years  
later a COMPAS crunches the numbers   
as the numbers run out of air     
algorithm fingers a past to point  
towards probability   claims to have located  
all of oblivion in sentencing-minute  
imaginary     empties a will of history  





















cumulative and indeterminate sentences 
conditional discharge  








           so deprecate the seriousness of the law 
 
incompatible with the welfare of society60 
        
  
 
When [man] crosses 
 the Rubicon of crime61 
it is time to save him; and he  
should be put into our hands  
 at that time to be held   
 
until he is pretty sure to go 
during the remainder of 











Hope is often a fracturing,  
even a traumatic thing to experience63 
 
a hopeful will test-driven in Michigan 
where Brockway cuts his teeth on 
those women kept captive in cottages      
(if they’re lucky) 
 
 
| liberty| understood | 
| to | be | a |  
| wholeness | one | achieves | 
 
 
to present a final will still split til exit 
one must look at the old will tracing 
stamens through the blotter     say 
that one could’ve, didn’t     that one was there 
all along  always in control but always 
misaligned    if i saw her on the street 
     (don’t say ‘i wouldn’t recognize her,’ 
everyone says that)         i would recognize 
her i’d recognize the amo nt of p in   sh ’s   n 
I’v   s d   th s  th rty-f v  y  rs  t    h  l 
th t   p  n   s   s  n t   t   nfl ct   t   n   ny  n  
 ls   v r    g  n         this will a temple of 
scarcity spelled in the after words  
of a precinct brogue a process of accounting  
a will that tallies       can name and number 




Hilma, can you divulge any of your findings 
on the theme?  On the judge salting 
the sentence with no-horizon?  On the cancer 
cells accrued in the next 24?  On the notion 
of wholeness in release?   How the papers 
drip warm spit on the first day out  
 on the newly w/hole      retelling the same 
ihop scene as if years prior and years after 
could collapse in a single moment  
of Becoming Free 
 
When we get such a man in custody, we 
sentence him according to the nature of his 
crime, not according to his character…  Is 
that philosophy?  Is that reason?  We should 
put a man into prison, who is a professional 
criminal, as a lunatic is put into an asylum, to 
remain until he is cured.  
That means what is called, among prison 






Q. You wanted to do what you were told,  
no one forced you65 
 
 
A. Right, the decision was mine, 
I know that. 
 
Sing, sign, rejoice ye every one, 
Our lives are hardly yet begun; 
Kill evil self, and all the past 




Q. What was so great about [oblivion]  
that he meant more to you than your family? 
 
A. At that time he just said 
all the right things 
 
Q. Well, he said the right things  
that you wanted to hear,  










will a tried thing an endlessly trying thing  
a ward that ciphers deceit as needed  
this tricky egg that learned to sing  
the half-time measure of goodness for 
freedom’s sake    knew to pour itself into the 
foundry mold of each impossible task  
and style the rebar of a false spire  
into the hearts of appropriately 
  suspicious key-dangling bookkeepers     
surf the Rubicon to a waiting gate  
and drop the cloak of  
corrigibility just as soon as raft  
laps up against a seam-split shore 
 
 
For this will, science prescribes: 
 
keep it til ready to leave its 
delicate job at the drill-bit 
   elbow-deep in the warden’s  
woman’s whites   the will of conditionality 
is work   how it may be worked 
this will takes a border in accordance  
with its usefulness:  
to prison labor (superintendent) 
to prison order (warden) 
to History’s narrative (the Board of 
Managers)68 
 
pockmark center at the core of use  
is a crosshatch handbook of discipline  
that provides for the reader 
a home in the world   a place   its place 
    if plays by the rules too well 
introduce [absurd]   a will that did the reading 
on two out of above three but failed a test  
of genuflect before the Board 
eleven times until it didn’t 
 
[absurd] is to condition a will to conditionality 
ie precarity    this will brings the border with 
always guilty and catching god in the 
rearview 
        lined up outside the exhibit, I miss a call 
     and there you go, never listening to 
voicemails,                 going being the wall 
  When a warden has a personal knowledge  
  of every prisoner under his control — not 
only when he enters the prison but during 
every day of every week and month of his 
imprisonment—if he is a serious man and a 
wise man he can so  
construct the rules and regulations and 
requirements as to detect the moral obliquity 
of bad men, who under a loose system would  
work through and get out in spite of him69 
 
   A man could lengthen his ear  
   by repeated pulling70  
 
cumulative and indeterminate sentences 
conditional discharge  
  limited supervision after discharge 
 
A multitude of discharged prisoners are 
incapable of using freedom without a period 
of tuition and direction       This period is 
usually best passed in the country71 
 
I was returned July 10, 1889, for violation of 
parole… for the reason I left my employment72 
I was reduced for going into a questionable 
home… He accused me of going into a 
sporting house73    wasn’t taken before any 
court  was really kidnapped74  I would like to 
know on what grounds I was returned75 
previous conviction; that is the reason he is 
keeping me here76  wrote a note to 
superintendent asking him if he didn’t think 
that was a little too severe, to lose my parole 
for a chew of tobacco…. I got no answer77  
 
What caliber revolver do you carry? 
...Would you carry it more than a month in a 
year on average? 
 
A. It would depend on what I was doing; 
If I was out on the road  
I would carry it continually;  
if I went after prisoners as I have in 





the will of the reverend   
claims duty    an endutied will  
that follows around an indebted will as if 
following weren’t a motion that precedes 
what comes       and waits 
  
                                                 
surveillance, patient 
in what once was  
negative space 
as crime-productive 
as the generator’s floodlight 
hum on a summer night 
 
 
a garden in each broken safe 
home in no-country  a blown 
open field in every place 
 
 
contraband some twenty years prior meant  
a body out of place       a placelessness 
 mutability of law razing its own topography 
the Bureau on horseback, to prescribe  
a home for the contamination of the commons  
and when the money’s up 
when the horse’s weak 
Bureau rides from the home,  
and with it takes the deed 
 
 
an endutied will carries its caliber 
     camera    handbook    log    science 
carries it continually  without rest    
carries condition in its throat   
throws its voice 
 
 
an endutied will sees 
its home in every sunlit corner no matter 
the color of its crayon 
 









The pickpocket and the shoplifter are your 
true cosmopolites  
 
they are at home in every place… 
 
 
That is their field of action.  Where there is a 
shutter to be broken open or a safe to be 

































weeks before he gets out  
 






















to leave the prison by staying in the prison 
to work the night shift in the bartizan 
to lay the self-cocker on the ledge 
and lean to listen to every waking 











I can relate a hundred cases in the 
reformatory where the superintendent wished 
men to go on parole [as an officer] and they 
refused to accept the position, and he kept 
them there for months and months until he 
found out the men; he kept them there during 
that time and little trifling offenses might 
come against them… because they refused to 




unable to secure employment  
outside of the reformatory, so on April 6, 
1889, I was appointed by the superintendent 








Inmate Conduct Ledger, 1889   Parole Record 
      
Deceased; suicide.  Found dead  
of self-inflicted gunshot while on duty 











pulling static          from 
intake/disciplinary/parole 
logbook   between the thrumming  
beads of black&white rise to relief  
the many means of refusing 
  
1891-1893:  
581 beatings marked with reason 
(unmarked go the way of [noise]) 
one out of every nine: refusal to work 
 
 
stoppage: what is the [time trick] of 
impossible? 
    a no-future that clings to the present   




a scrap of paper passed round   
in someone’s hand:  James Johnson accused  
like resistance remains the archive’s if    
   requires aligning  
with the paddle   sedition dreams   
that take the tenor of another  
bathroom beating   perhaps he led the strike 
perhaps he planned it in advance   perhaps  
he silently assembled twenty men against 
starvation and its cousin the impossible task 
perhaps he assembled an [otherwise]  
conference in opposition to the mold 
 
 
  dragged down the long hall of the 
pdf     white sheet reduced to red   an absented 
presence84    
 
go molten, will, go poured, go orange heat 
in the grey-scale of memory, go impossible 
task, go broken mold, go burn the barns,  
go find the scrap    no the scrap’s long gone, 
go [transcript] narrates rebellion, go 
[testimony] narrates scapegoat, go molten 
will, go poured 
In august the men complained they couldn’t 
work on what they got to eat; they all started 
a petition to have two dozen men to sign, to 
strike so as not to work 
They passed it around the foundry,  
and they came and asked me,  
and I told them no 
 
           The colonel says, your name is on it 
I says, I didn’t put my name on it 
   He says, the man in the foundry says you did 
 
I was put there unjust, and was reduced to red 
suit unjust; about two dozen men in the 
foundry claim they had me on the list, some 
list they were getting up to refuse to work; it 
was claimed my name was on it, and the 
colonel came in and investigated, and I told 
him I knew nothing about it 
James Johnson85 
the paper                 
             if found86 
Brockway [transcript]: 
Ask for the dietary of a better grade; that was 
one of the first propositions; that was very 
early abandoned; they didn’t care for that, 
anything that would form a pretext for a revolt 
 
There was a written pledge signed…. Twenty-
six men proposed to refuse to pour off, and 
one of them proposed to disable the steam fire 
engine, which is opposite the foundry, burn 
the barns, and then, with such others as they 
could get, make an effort to escape: this was 
the plan; now let me say, since I have stated 
to you frankly and fully about this plan, that 
not too much importance should be          
          to  
                     such       in      ; they     ever 
come to a      ; you put one       , one         of 
the       class, in among others, and       will        
these       …. without a               on the part of 
the      , only to distinguish        as a smart       
…. not too much             should be               to 





the ifs of the archive  the damned if you dos  
where faith is always fraught   where an  
annotation of overt moves   requires taking  
nobody at their word    
        but serrating against the narrative— 
tonality that textures    that in-between 
gestures  a refusal of the indignity  
of being asked for it in an unpleasant way 
the little litany of the record writing itself 
         towards spectacle 
         the received slights that garnish one a 
         reputation         
the sound of kept my mouth shut    




Johnson’s interdictions on speech 
 empty the page 
 
where the weather 
                      is the clang of scorched metals 
refractory breath 
Johnson’s directive against 
unpleasantness  
 
where treatment is meted one at a time 
where the treatment is an effort 
to corral the collective     a will that’s worked  
on in isolation produces a golded egg 
that stays shelled   a method of solitary  
that tells less the punishment and more  
the myth that punishment tells itself 
 
in bathroom attempts to dispel what gathers 
in the list of names    a power that accrues 
where the sensor read silence 
 prescription goes: treatment one at a time 
holy alarm bell’s hollow clang of axis 
moment 
   in which superintendent feels his own hold  
  slipping   
 
We had no conference of insurgents here;  
we treat our men one at a time87 
 
 
the residue of the records88 
 
 
didn’t ask me for it in a pleasant way 
 
asked to explain 
he said no 
 
hollered   
 
 





kept my mouth shut 
                




    brought from the bathroom once and taken  
       to the solitary with a coat over his head  
























a box of once-sunned blue fade  
like left on Brockway’s sill after the visiting 
reverends have proper lacquered their gazes 
  slipping loose pages into retrospect   
 
one past is a moral fever dream 
   culture preened into a syllabus where    
 pedagogy is a god stitch and unfed obedience 
 
one past reads a sweet and cozy  
    knitting circle round the carrot bed 
    of roots pulled from the earth by their  
          hair and willing    these wills so willing  
  
another is a bathroom beating scene      
    in which Brockway says boy   denudes  
   the boundaries between a simple and 
   sexless violence [myth] and his own  
  clammy hand slickening a makeshift weapon 
we’re all family here  




a will palm-rolled between the pasts      
a will palm-rolled between two deep interests 
a will within twine-bound and flaking intake 
log tucked within burgundy tortoise skin kept 
cool but disassembling beneath oiled tips 
doing their lift as it scripts a lineage of 
deedless will and unrighteous inheritance    
 
 





     does the static touch back? 
 
 sufficient education, secular, moral and 
religious, to enable him to readily appreciate 
the relations which he sustains to his fellow 
men, to the state and to his Maker; a training 
which shall impress upon his mind the fact 
that the law has been his schoolmaster, that 
the law is his friend and protector…          
...a training that shall make him 
 no longer feel as an Ishmaelite92 
 
 
      aims to be as nearly as possible 
that of a well-regulated Christian family93 
 
 




a shadow family 
 
                               that is both its critique  
and its repetition94 
 
 
    buildings comfortable and healthful 
    each managed as a family95 
 
deep interest in the spiritual welfare 






Named Moses found with two newspapers in 
his possession                
saw his back afterwards  
























[space between rape and sex 





[sex in illegible economy:] * * 
 
 
command+f * *  
command+f pounce a layering  
of pounce the trace of the pounce the way in 
which the pounce compounds the pounce 
builds from below pounce is an extraction  
that passes what’s pounced 
as it makes it  
pounce a pinning touch 
pounce an indexing touch 
 that holds against the  
archive velvet 
 
I was reduced for positively nothing;  
I roomed next to one of the men  
that was making a woman of himself,  
and I was reduced [in grade]  
because I roomed next to that man and   
for not reporting conversations   




placed in a house on a large farm 
returned to the school pregnant 
 
                        stillborn     
 
      after much suffering 
                                            
  died that evening 
     a great shock to our girls 
 
we believe it taught a lesson  







Brockway: When [man] has crossed  
the rubicon of crime  
the government ought to  
pounce upon him as you have  





A man can get a chew of tobacco and gives it 
to some good-looking boy; he can take down 





command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
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* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f.  
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
command+f * *command+f * *command+f   
* * command+f * * command+f * * 
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* *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * 
* * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  
* * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * 
*  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * 
* *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * 
* * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  
* * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * 
*  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * 
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*  [       ]  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * 
* *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * *  * 
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[testimony] dappled with   letter upon letter  
attesting to the good work of the experiment 
on the given conditions to weave a hole 
through which certain unfit 
memories may be expelled 
 
certain men 
certain spectacle acts 
that take the visual texture 
of spectacle  
only in [testimony] 
 
here in the very-here of not-oblivion 
ventriloquist acts  
                                               And here, too 
wherein the cursive is a sobbing accent 
wherein what is was what’s remains 
providence, grace, a moral miracle 
the two-click shift into digital certifies origins 
the proceeds spill themselves at the printers:  
legacy is future-work that arches back  
to carve its waves as it streams to a now 
 
one woman is said to have said keep me  
a somewhat-secret to proper build  
to the big reveal 
             a myth that offers us up to ourselves 
a roomful of men argue the finer points  
of rest cure (once starvation was a science 
now merely tradition) as treatment wears the 
will like a second skin  a skin conditioning   
a petition of bread writ with water  circulated 
among the foundry workers for a diet that 
would suit the demands of  
sabotage    hearsay gathering in the stricken 
out static like                                         bruit                                               
a channel between the channels 
of archive and [oblivion] 
                                   hearsay in inscription 
                                            echoes a distortion 
hearsay where we find  
what treatment attempted  
to measure but couldn’t touch 
in the grievance proceed     against the  
log book in the hand-tossed guesses and 
assessments of the intake ledger 
This Christian missionary, once a criminal 
and a convict, revisited his native city and the 
cell in which he had been confined for so 
many years.  On re-entering the latter, he 
burst into tears, and, in sobbing accents, 
thanked God that his good providence had put 
him there, and his grace had wrought such a 
moral miracle upon him, during the years in 
which he had been its lonely tenant. 
 
Wonderful as the above narrative really is, 





found permanent employment  
on plantation in Florida 
                       [end of parole record]102 
 
 
—the main facts set forth in it  
are authenticated by unimpeachable 
testimony.   
Indeed, I had the story from the lips  
of the director of the prison,  
in which the young man 
 served out his sentence.103 
 
 
         anything that would form a pretext for        




Q. Have you found those records correct, as 
far as you know anything about them?...   
A. Only from what other inmates would tell 
me; those that received punishment;  
they would tell me they received twenty  
and the book would probably show eight,  
that would be the only way I would know. 
Mr. Stanchfield: I ask to strike that out as 
hearsay. 




Forget ol Zeb, just another 
easy villain in a country of 
curators.  Beat and starved 
his charges daily and gifted 
the next century and a half 
his vision.  Another case 
where the cameras caught 
it all and it didn’t make a 
[sound] 
  
assemblymen sit Walter William Smith 
before Committee tell him he has 
blood on his hands for the bloodlessly 
quiet death of J Mackenzie            
                                                    [as if Undo] 
name none of the rest 
 unname the dead and hold their breath 
  
every investigation;   every spectacle: 
the violence? said to be exceptional 
the everyday?   its [remains] 
                               go firin’ em one at a time 
every investigation a promise on 
the prison to keep it clean(er) 
to wash its will en light (un)end 
the measure of a successful scouring:  
the return to what never was   to an 
embettered yesterday   to what keeps 
on    keeping 
  
  








Zebulon Brockway,  
nestor of American penology 
 
Those who are interested in the problems of 
prison management all the world over gave 













Q. How far were the inmates usually placed 
from the wall when they were punished?   
A. Three or four inches.  
Q. This blood on the wall that you refer to;  
was right opposite? 
A. Right in front of them; came down 
their waist on their clothes.107  







as if one should attempt,  
with black crayon,  
under dim light,  















in the dream 
  
the soft-locked journalist man had accessed 
it with relative ease, but when you call 
the prison they give you the runaround; 
beneath Elmira, a dungeon a basement 
an underneath where the bodies of the dead 
incarcerated there 100 years ago remain 
standing in their coarse anachronistic 
greens preserved in the speckled sludge 
of the dank water below, still and merged 
with what seeps from inside them 
will i have to get in to be among them 
or can i row a dinghy through  
slow-going so as to not knock paddle 
to skullcap rising just above the waterline 
  
the journalist is long gone, 
the operator tells you only certain days 
and this ain’t one, in the morning left 
fumbling with the stuck rotary of a cut line  
to confirm whether those never allowed  
to decompose [revenance]   refused 
grievability   stayed standing as if risen  
for eternal count    bound in mute concert  
if this preserving wills unmourned above 
below and in the pull between memory 
and now that stays undertow— is what holds 






































                     All criminals…. 
 




MANY LOUD INSCRIBED  
 [SOUNDS:] A roundtable       
    stadium    A parade of four-walled sermons  
   A trumpet an unfurling flag    A hand across     
    the heart shot through with a righteousest  
          of promises: 
                 
 
foam gathers in the hallowed corners 
of lips     the great salivators of History 
frothing to rise the waters of the rubicon    
to attend the monolith myth of a wall  
that stays unmoving   of a bodiless eye      
 
merely one need subcontract out the labor 
of the gaze to new employers, to landlords,  
to kin  
 
  once the [loop]ing rings of the record’s  
                     prints give their life to lingering 
 
 
as Bertillon catches a more specific face 
and the intake ledger tethers forehead 
inches to forgery              goes three-D 
much the same way the addict was now a 
species110 crime had long been not what one 
commits but who one is                                           
  
  though now 
       the record attests to photographic memory 
 
 
Our present idea is to take the measurement 
only of those whom we consider professional 
criminals 
 
Only the men who deserve to be watched 
should be reported to the authorities111 
 
There are many ways — and there are going 
to be more ways, as we make progress in 
penal science — in which it is of great 
advantage to the warden to know whether his 
man is a recidivist or not, especially when we 





It must be adopted by prison managers, or 
their lost sheep will not be returned to 
them.113 
 
We place the shank of the compasses at the 
point of the ebow, so that it presses the bone.  
The arm is placed with the back of the hand 
and the nails up, and the fore-finger in a 
direct line with the point of the elbow.  The 
wrist is pressed down, as there might be a 
disposition on the part of an unwilling subject 
to arch it.114 
     a mark on my  




                      which mark I will carry  
 
to my grave115 
 
I am a firm believer in the Bertillon system…. 
A few years ago we passed a habitual 
criminal act by which a man who had been 
convicted three times should be adjudged a 
habitual criminal and sentenced for twenty-
five years.  We could not enforce that unless 




bobbing along ‘fore plucked from its turgid 
cana  rubbed to induce its sheen once deemed  
   fondled and passed among the clammy and 
eager intents of bureaucrats    belabored 
metonymy ushered swift in the bruit of history   
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 




a claim of expunging fate from the future    
a whisper to will that freedom is a state of 
perfection achieved and so deemed   wherein  
will fuses with power in divine submission  
to a handworked labor      a pleasure in ends 
administered when the first half-man made the 
first half-product and Man-made his new will- 
stricken self 
 
a new map now   state in the place of fate 
a new map now  and each street a swinging 
gate  
  landscapes the city with a riptide of eyes 
sowing in the doing the perennial crop 
the perennial grip 
 
will on loan with deed that is one’s birthright  
[guilt] 
the risk of guiltlessness-affirmed 














poisoned with the pauper virus 
 
It is the belief that,  
whether a man can be reformed or not,  
we have got to try to do it  
(Applause)117 
 























cumulative and indeterminate sentences 
                 conditional discharge  




strange will  
grow public 
grow favor    






try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
the applause laying its burden on bureaucracy 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
a new experiment never before law-lettered 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
what is it of the record that dreams new means 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
but never a recipe for stoppage for not for no 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
what is it of the upstate industries gardening 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
generations of COs one such knows his DIN 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
by heart gives me a number when given name 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
hot fuschia effluvia that settles like pollen 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
down the block of new home lifetime parole 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
a county line that follows stream to bedstuy 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
a waiting hand as the farmer pounces the boy 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
lay low don’t tell em you’re writing memoirs 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
lay low give record not a single thing to know 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
lay low not underground above line below PO 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
lay low as if testimony could rewrite history 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
lay low and when they raid the halfway house 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
when unlockable locker door is another gate 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 
when it swings every morning 4am both ways 
try (applause) try (applause) try (applause) try 



























weeks before he gets out, H says, 
Lots of old-timers making parole lately   
confetti pop      They’re clearing out the beds 
for the young gangbangers    shred the record 
 
 newsmedia running machete 
 in Nassau County    MS-13 on the cover   
  of every May day paper as the border 
 just so happens to 
     simultaneously cinch its waist   
               Just So Happen/s   [time trick]      
  
  a roster of tricks,   
  
 
(testimony limping a mic to the [sound] 
the stores have all new names 
  
the portraits confirm what already is 
   once sentences safely transcribed 
          a pensive oral history casts 
          its cloudless eye 

























compelled to adopt this system in self-defense, 
to protect ourselves  against the     [noise] 









   An Oral History 
   of New York’s 
rubicon of crime 
unsetting light 
great gracious movement 
of the stream itself 


























Hindsight exhuming channels as if revealing 
secrets, a past pollinates the present nice and 
streamly, disrupted flow precisely what we 
wanted to now know.  A mystic’s will 
confiscated by History, by a syntax of firsts 
and genealogies by a mutable spotlight that 
hits the walls of Europe when it’s swung 
through time.  
Hilma’s concern was not being heard 
according to intern’s notes vinyled  
to the white.    She was first, it says, and a 
woman, before Kandinsky; a temple relocates 
a millisecond of millet in a silo of art 
chronology and spilling from the grainhouse 
hearth  a magnet a phone case a Hilma sz XS  
a checkout refutation of any correlation 
between progress and evolution 
 
 
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not 
inherit the kingdom of God?   
 
Neither fornicators, nor idolators, nor 
adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers  
of themselves with mankind, nor thieves,  
nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor extortioners 
shall inherit the kingdom of God. 
 







and recreate the criminal 
 
by his side  all in a moment in time  broken, 
angular, discolored fragments of the rejected, 
outcast human life    
 
(the pile of debris 
grows skyward) 
 
stained by darkest crime       through this 
human window             the unsetting light  
 
streaming down in richly colored splendor 
upon the faces of the celestial intelligences,  
upturned in wonder and adoration121 
 
(what  














Tell me, I said, sidling up.   
(He’d sat as Crimes & Corrections  
Committee Chair under decades-past 
Governor of Shit Parole Commissioners 
Unleashed on Indeterminate Hope  
and the Vise Within Which it Resides)  
Fancied myself a half-baked honeytrap.   
Wanted to idle the edge where the record 
leaves off.  Tell me the dirt. Gimme the 
gossip, give me the sentences that slipped past 
transcription.  That use numbers as human 
shields.  I know you got em.  I know you.  
Another glass of white.  Another?   






— as if actions, decisions, were Monopoly  
dogs that one boxes up & under-arms when  
* hand slap hand slap * one deems  
*bye folks*  
it’s time to go home 















Oh, I’ve been out  




























Loosen him up     Unleash him from distance 
        Chuckle chuckle at crusty joke  
[currencies]     
 



































At that time                                             [now] 
every town wanted a prison.  
Begged us for ‘em.   
Local officials would put pressure on DOCCS  
to violate people for low-level parole  





little trifling offenses125 
 
 
Let us reduce these figures to dollars,  
almost most dear to the public heart,  
and attempt a rude estimate  
of the money value  











                                            the rubicon of       
light 
the                    movement  
itself 
 


















a phone rings                        press 1     press 
1986 to hear TZ Holdings conceived of a 
 pro-drug war Kansas politician and the co-
founder of Pizza Hut    groping for mutual 
pleasure in the subtle sadism  
of telecommunications consummated  
in a Texas laundromat    grew to teen T-Netix   
married Evercom  adopted Syscon   changed 
her Christian surname to Securus   and birthed 
her         








where will is spool-wound and  
become gift belabored by telephone lines 
where once the union agitated against a  
wageless work that strips the bone ‘cause  
who could compete 
 
where will is wire-wrapped  
into the matrix of right 
where every moment of the doing 
within the building’s will  
is warmed by the eternal  
and failed-secular sun  
of the raison d’pénitencier   
and the sound of another sun [everywhere] 
sets with a click 
video calls: the next best thing to being 
there127 
 
the inevitable separation 
 that always came to me128  
 
 
What of the meaning of the [holdings]  
for the whites                                          weary 
who participated in,                             restless                                 
directed, and profited from it?129  
                                            with the monotony  
of life  
                               more difficult to manage130 
 
      DOCCS Announces New Tablet Initiative             
 
 
tablets, which do not have internet 
capabilities,  provided free of cost through a 
contract with the company JPay 
 
Labor is a Right  
 
As DOCCS continues to leverage technology 
 to make our prisons safer    use technology to 
improve operations and interactions with 
family and friends    expanding services to our 
population     new tools    improve 
connections with families   better prepare 
those individuals who will be reentering the 
community    
The belief is the tablets will also reduce the  
                          number of hours of idle time  
of inmates  
  
thus making the facilities  


































for the tablets, a currency 
billed as stamps    to harken an existing 
monetary system   a normalcy of purchase    
the cost value  
of a character  
 





Wichita State University welcomes  
a JPay heiress into its freshman class    
screen freezes           this ringing 













I.   
They’re selling them as “stamps,”  
and each stamp cost $0.35 
 
III.   
Yeah the average wage is about $0.10 hourly; 
I have a higher-paying job and I make twenty  
cents an hour. 
 
II.  
For 1 stamp you can send a five 
thousand-character email; for  
2 stamps you can send that  
plus an ecard; for 
 4 stamps you can send a  






    could you please repeat that  





What of those who…  
simply heard of it?134  
 
 
in the garden on top of a   
 
 44 
prison on top of [oblivion] 
 
play, parceled by classification,  
 
 
reads another right sung into the proceeds 
impossible but promised as already   and soon 
 
is another disciplinary technology that in turn 
excises a playless child from childhood  
and deposits her into [oblivion] a forced labor  
 the reverend's good intentions don’t touch 
and turns the other a tongue  
the wardens hand- 
rub to translate into help 
 
a will ever in service 







the tolerable [noise] of a steamcap that slips 
to lend itself to rule     whatever hole  
carved into the evening by victory  
so long as it tucks itself in by the  





reformatory yard scraps of glossolalia  
fail to harbor within the handbooks 
that stake a moral curriculum to the waning 
daylight hours        there’s an illegible 
alphabet  that all who speak use to speak 
 beneath the hearing of the matron     found 
[nowhere] 
 
Hilma leans against a breeze  the ribbons  
staking her to a century    heard a sound  




is the first tool to be used in the shaping  













   If the teacher is wise, he will take advantage 
  of the desire indicated by the secret   
  alphabets, and  form helpful little clubs of   
 sorts…. In this way the evil which sometimes  
 results from these 
                         secret   
                        organizations  
                                        may be minimized136 
 
      we also believe in play of the right sort  
      after work has been finished,  
      and though our girls are often noisy  
      over a game of football or croquet,  
                  
 the order in the house is better 









and the social tendency asserting  







In a subway ad 
  Hilma tells me 
n: 
  
and I take her at her under-ripened word 
  H says           time seeps into the streets 
seepage    an oblivion kinda move 
  
                              as in [everywhere] and [nil] 
Hang the phone on the receiver 
swallow a dial tone 
 that hymns ecstasy’s provenance 
in the body that creates, and otherwise 
  that burns 
  of the mundane, terrestrial divinity 
of unheralded mania 
of producing nothing   
of the compelling 
 time does on its means 
  of transmission        of an invitation 
to group sex hand-painted  
on the awning      an art exhibit that 
can’t carry on  
of no-will    its articulation [noise]    
an ocean                    gasping against a wall 
  
along the far side of Sullivan’s 
visiting room, another pantone- 
purchased vanishing point 
  all upstate’s cinderblock seascapes 
like a ringing in the ears;    the blue 
a lie I tell about myself on the drive 
  
in Sullivan, slitting the sky misaligned 
[revenance time]            a seam 
                                          
where the sound of what’s stitched 
up in it un-wills a wall from its tide    






















































through the hole in the fence,  
through the stretch  




                                             
the current hits  
a wall  
and cascades    
 
she’s on the other side 
 
a specially intimate sound has been waiting  
will wait 
 
one Alberta is pulled from a home 
 
 
the other dips from documentation 
(together) 
                                                                
ungardening      
pulls the record’s needle through the eye of 
sound thread following her thread in the air is 
it damp here 
  
  
a sentence marks what’s never-heard 
what turns the fleeing breath  




   who heard? 
   who heard and haptic laid hands  
   on the sound she left 
   in leaving 
  
  
                             who heard but another trace 
  



















      He had a tussle in getting her 
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